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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the design and development of the EUVE Virtual Environment (EVE)
system. The EVE system is being developed as an interactive virtual reality (VR) viewing
tool for NASA’s Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE) satellite. EVE will serve as a
predictive tool for forecasting spacecraft constraint violations and will provide a capability
for spacecraft problem analysis and resolution in realtime through visualization of the
problem components in the spacecraft.

EVE will animate, in three-dimensional realtime, the spacecraft dynamics and thermal
characteristics of the EUVE spacecraft. EVE will also display the field of view for the
science instrument detectors, star trackers, sun sensors, and both the omni and high-gain
antennas for NASA’s Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) and for possible
ground station contact. EVE will display other vital spacecraft information to support the
routine operations of the EUVE spacecraft.

The EVE system will provide three quick-look visualization functions: (1) to model
in-orbit data for realtime spacecraft problem analysis and resolution, (2) to playback data
for post-pass data analysis, and training exercises, and (3) to simulate data in the science
planning process for optimum attitude determination and to predict spacecraft and thermal
constraint violations.

We present our preliminary design for a telemetry server, providing both realtime and post
pass data, that uses standard Unix utilities. We also present possibilities for future
integration of the EVE system with other software to automate the science planning and
command generation functions of the satellite operations.
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 OVERVIEW

The Center for Extreme Ultraviolet Astrophysics (CEA) at the University of California at
Berkeley operates the Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE) Science Operations Center.
Because of budgetary constraints, CEA is drastically reducing the personnel required for
payload monitoring, analysis, and science planning and, thus, is seeking to implement
innovative software to improve the output of the reduced level of operations personnel.
EVE applies automation technologies to increase productivity in monitoring functions and
augments activities that require human intervention with tools that help operators and
planners visualize scenarios and create effective solutions. The goal of the project is to
create an interactive virtual environment tool for the EUVE spacecraft that will improve
satellite environment visualization and improve the operations team’s problem-solving and
planning abilities.

MOTIVATION

At the present time, EUVE does not have tools that assist an operator in visualizing the
state of the spacecraft. Operators and science planners often ask questions such as: What
is the spacecraft attitude relative to the sun-line? Where were the telescopes pointing when
they recorded this anomalous background? Why did the star tracker lose its guide-star at
this time? If this attitude is blocked by a moon crossing, how can I best avoid it and still do
my observation? How long is spacecraft daytime and what is the sun angle to this
instrument that is heating up? The data to answer all of these questions are produced
regularly in satellite operations, yet they remain in a cumbersome form not readily
available to the typical console operator. EVE, when fully developed, would display the
animation of EUVE’s dynamics, its thermal states, and the fields of view of the payload
detectors, spacecraft star trackers, antennas, and sun sensors.

The current science planning process consists of finding the optimal spacecraft attitude,
including boresight coordinates and roll, for the observation of a target. The inputs
comprise a time interval and the target attitude. A science plan is created using a
combination of visual checks and science planning software. The resulting plans are
checked twice for payload constraint violations. If a constraint violation is identified, a
different plan must be drafted. This trial and error process can be tedious and
unproductive. EVE can save time during the trial and error process by allowing the science
planner to interactively change the spacecraft roll in the virtual environment during the
planning process, thus resolving some of the problems otherwise caught at a later time by
the final checking software.



EVE can also check the selected roll angle for thermal violations at attitudes within normal
spacecraft constraint profiles (something the traditional science planning cannot do).

ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

The EVE project is being developed jointly by the Data Systems Technology Division
(Code 520) of NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), the Intelligent Mechanisms
Group (Code 269-3) of NASA’s Ames Research Center (ARC), and the Center for
Extreme Ultraviolet Astrophysics of the University of California at Berkeley. EVE is
based on the re-use of the Virtual Environment Vehicle Interface (VEVI) developed by
ARC. Each collaborating group is responsible for specific development areas.

ARC:  The ARC group is providing the VEVI software, which interfaces with the EUVE
data acquisition software and a commercial rendering software called WorldToolKit
(WTK) from Sense8 Corp. See EVE architecture in Figure 2. The VEVI software provides
a simple way to interface with the WTK renderer software.

GSFC:  GSFC is developing a high-resolution, three-dimensional model of the EUVE
satellite from the existing EUVE design blueprints and CAD files. GSFC will also develop
the final orbit propagation software that simulates the location of the planets and satellites
for any point in time.

CEA:  CEA is developing a data server that will generate the necessary parameters
required to display the EUVE spacecraft profile. This data server includes the generation of
EUVE realtime and playback data. CEA will develop the graphical user interface (GUI) for
EVE and the thermal mapping of EUVE based on its historical thermal profile. CEA will
oversee the integration of the modules developed by all three groups and perform
acceptance tests. Upon successful acceptance testing, CEA will integrate EVE with the
current EUVE operations system.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

The EVE system was designed with the idea that the EUVE payload and spacecraft
experts and the science planners will use the same interface to visualize the spacecraft in
its environment with its changeable constraints. At the same time the tool must be flexible,
extensible, and, above all, low-cost while having a short development life-cycle. As such,
the EVE system must require the least effort for integration with the existing EUVE
operational environment.



FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

The three main functional requirements are as follows:

(1) Realtime: to model in-orbit data for realtime spacecraft problem analysis and resolution

(2) Playback: to playback data for post-pass data analysis and training exercises

(3) Planning: to simulate data in the science planning process for optimal attitude
determination and to predict spacecraft and thermal constraints violations

For each of these three functions, EVE will process EUVE data and represent them in a
three-dimensional view of the spacecraft dynamics and thermal characteristics of EUVE.
EVE will also display the fields of view for the science instrument detectors, star trackers,
sun-sensors, and both the omni and high-gain antennas for NASA’s Tracking and Data
Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) and for possible ground station contact. EVE will display
other vital spacecraft information to support the daily operations of EUVE.

Figure 1 shows our sample prototype of EVE’s graphical user interface (GUI). Window 1
shows a function menu for Playback, which allows users to select start and end times. In
this sample GUI, Window 2 shows the global observer’s view of EUVE in orbit with its
thermal profile. The thermal scaling map is shown by the color bar in window 3 on the
right. Window 4 shows the field of view of the high-gain antenna with Earth in its field of
view. Windows 5 and 6 show the fields of view of the EUVE science instrument detector 1
and 2, respectively. Window 7 has the EUVE source indexes identifying the targets in the
field of view of selected components on the spacecraft and the science instrument. The
numbers appearing in the background of each view port (windows) are the indexes of the
EUVE sources. Window 8 is for Unix system operations.

In the realtime scenario, EVE will process the realtime data as they are received and
display the EUVE satellite in orbit with its thermal profile and the viewports (field of view)
of EUVE components selected by the user. In the playback scenario, the user inputs the
desired begin and end time, and the observer viewpoint. EVE then re-processes EUVE
post-pass data and displays EUVE’s profile.

The full implementation of EVE will allow the user to enter the observer viewpoint
through the GUI and will include the positions of stars, Earth, Moon, and Sun with other
objects of interest in the global view window. The power of virtual reality (VR) allows the
viewpoint or the object to be manipulated, displaced, or rotated easily with the use of a
three dimensional motion sensor such as the Spaceball Technologies spaceball. The model
will be interactive, allowing the user to enable and disable any feature at any time.



“Viewports” will be selectable showing what the star-trackers, sun-sensors, telescopes, or
antennas can “see.” Positions of objects in the universe will be generated and updated by
the corresponding data acquisition module.

The user can move the satellite to view and understand the difficulties that certain
positions and attitudes might cause. A simulation run can help find difficulties that might
arise during a test or present understandable reasons for behavior being investigated. The
viewing tool’s simulations improve operational planning by avoiding or allowing greater
flexibility at problematic attitudes.

EVE will be used in the science planning regime as a tool for identifying all EUV sources
in the field of view of the science instrument detectors and then optimizing the EUVE
attitude. This tool would be especially useful for a science planner preparing for an
observation during a roll-constrained spacecraft attitude or with competing targets in the
spectrometer.

The following summarizes the EVE user requirements:

C User provides target observation start/end times, RA, and DEC.
C EVE animates with:

- a global view of EUVE orbiting around Earth with the Sun profile on EUVE
- spacecraft constraint violations highlighted
- thermal constraint (based on the thermal database and sensor limits) violations

highlighted
- a capability to change in ROLL parameter via the GUI (for planning functions)
- selective viewing of the following view ports: 2 star trackers, 3 scanners, 1 deep

survey telescope, High Gain Antenna (TDRSS or GND station tracking), digital sun
sensor.

- displayed EUV sources with labels in the selected field of view with: target names,
coordinates (RA, DEC), locations via pixels in the corresponding detector, target
count rates (counts/sec), remaining time of observation.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

EVE architecture consists of five software modules:

rtdaq: the realtime data acquisition

pbdaq: the playback data acquisition

pldaq: the planning data acquisition



EVEengine: the EVEengine (main control module including the GUI), and

WTKrenderer: the WTK renderer which handles the graphics rendering.

The rtdaq and pbdaq modules communicate with the telemetry server module running on a
separate computer and connected via the inetd Unix utility to receive data for processing.
See the EVE architecture on Figure 2.

rtdaq

This module processes realtime telemetry for realtime event analysis. When the telemetry
server running on a Sun computer receives realtime telemetry, it processes data into an
expected format and sends it to a designated port on the SGI workstation where EVE is
running. The rtdaq module is then invoked to process the telemetry and forward the output
stream to the EVEengine. The EVEengine module reads in the data and assembles the
appropriate rendering commands and feeds them to the WTKrenderer module for display.

pbdaq

This module takes the beginning and ending times provided by the user via the EVE GUI
and requests the data from the telemetry server running on a Sun computer for post pass
data analysis. The output data stream gets fed to the EVEengine and then to the
WTKrenderer module for graphical display.

pldaq

This module is the orbit propagation software that simulates where the planets and
satellites will be in the time frame given by the user via the GUL From the orbital
parameters and the user’s requested spacecraft attitude, this module will generate a data
stream in the same format as that of rtdaq and pbdaq. The output data stream is fed to the
EVEengine and then to the renderer for display. The following list summarizes the user’s
input parameters for the planning function:

• Start time in Greenwich mean time • Spacecraft constraints (predefined, but 
• End time in Greenwich mean time   allow for changes
• RA - Attitude
• DEC - Communication (with TDRSS and 
• Roll (allow changes during the simulation) ground station contact)



EVEengine
The EVEengine module reads data from any of the three data acquisition modules
described above, checks them against the relevant constraints, assembles them into
rendering commands in VEVI-specific syntax and sends them to the WTKrenderer for
displaying the images.

WTKrenderer
This module is responsible for loading the object models (EUVE, TDRSS, Earth, Moon,
etc.) and the star catalog. It reads in the rendering commands from the EVEengine module
and ties them to the corresponding objects and animates the EUVE orbital profile.

SIMPLE TELEMETRY SERVER

The existing EUVE realtime telemetry server system consists of a variety of hardware and
software packages that work together, and thus has a high level of system dependency. In
an effort to make EVE a flexible system to integrate, we created a simple wrapper around
the existing telemetry server system to take requests from rtdaq and pbdaq modules and
produce the telemetry stream for the corresponding module’s functions. To facilitate a
“plug-and-play” integration of EVE to the existing operations system, we designed our
telemetry server hookup to use the standard Unix “inetd” utility. Figure 2 shows EVE data
acquisition modules running on an SGI workstation requesting data via inetd from the
telemetry server running on the Sun workstation.

The telemetry server wrapper, which generates realtime and playback EUVE data, is based
on re-using the existing EUVE operations software. The data server generates the
necessary EUVE data in a stream in the following ASCII format:

MajorFrame Sensor Name Raw Value Converted Units

800000018 Tif1+5Rf 212 5.067 V
800000027  CdpTMxx 150 16.22 deg
800000027  Det3TM1 151 14.81 deg
800000027  Det7TM1 104 33.43 deg

The first column is the major frame (time) in which the spacecraft and the payload sensor
values appear in the telemetry; the second column is the mnemonic of the sensors and the
third is the raw count value; the fourth contains the converted engineering value; and the
fifth contains the corresponding units for the values.



CONCLUSION/FUTURE PLAN

We are in the process of developing our prototype EVE system with only the playback
function, which includes the pbdaq, EVEengine and the WTKrenderer modules for
performance testing. Based on our prototype development, we have found that VEVI
provides an easy interface between the data server and the WTK rendering software.
However, the performance of the renderer process is significantly reduced if more than
two viewports are open. We have tested our prototype EVE on a more powerful SGI
Impact workstation with little difference in performance. We are analyzing the impact of
the rendering process to increase the performance.

The virtual interface can become an even more powerful tool when linked to the automated
scheduling and planning tools being incorporated into EUVE operations. The science
planner could interactively manipulate the satellite attitude in the VR environment during
the planning process for a planned target or special observation and search for the best
solution to spacecraft constraints. Once the solution is found the VR toolkit would export
its data to an automated processes that would generate a science plan, a schedule, and
table loads for adjusted communications in a scenario where independent ground stations
would be utilized. We are also looking into the possibility of VRML/Java implementation
of this EVE application, which could be useful in a remote problem analysis and resolution
scenario.
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